This paper deals with the derivation of macroscopic equations for a class of equations modelling complex multicellular systems. Cellular interactions generate both modification of biological functions and proliferative/destructive events. The asymptotic analysis refers to the derivation of hyperbolic models focused on the influence of existence of a global equilibrium solution. The asymptotic analysis shows how the macroscopic tissue behavior can be described from the underlying cellular description.
Introduction
A challenging problem of the mathematical kinetic theory is the development of asymptotic methods for the derivation of hydrodynamic equations from the underlying description offered by the kinetic theory for multi-particle systems. Classical models of the mathematical kinetic theory offer the microscopic description; for instance, the Vlasov and Boltzmann equations deal with the evolution of a system of equal particles considered as point masses with a microscopic state simply identified by position and velocity (or linear momentum).
This approach leads to the so called parabolic and hyperbolic limits or equivalently low and high field limits. The parabolic (low field) limit of kinetic equations leads to a drift-diffusion type system (or reaction-diffusion system) in which the diffusion processes dominate the behavior of the solutions. The specialized literature offers a number of recent contributions concerning various limits for parabolic diffusive models of the mathematical kinetic theory of classical particles, [23] , [30] . On the other hand, in the hyperbolic (high field) limit the influence of the diffusion terms is of lower (or equal) order of magnitude in comparison with other convective or interaction terms and the aim is to derive hyperbolic macroscopic models, [15] , [22] . Additional literature can be found in the review papers by Villani [34] and Perthame [29] .
The same methodological approach has been developed in the last decade to derive macroscopic equations from the underlying microscopic models for multi cellular systems derived by methods of the generalized kinetic theory. Various contributions are given by papers [3] , [4] , [5] , [17] , [18] , [20] , [25] , [27] , while the book [11] and the survey [8] report about applications of the kinetic theory to model complex systems in biology. Moreover different models in life sciences are presented in the book [2] and the survey [7] .
Technically, asymptotic methods amount to expanding the distribution function in terms of a small dimensionless parameter related to the intermolecular distances (the space-scale dimensionless parameter) that is equivalent to the connections between the biological constants. The limit that we obtain is singular and the convergence properties can be proved under suitable technical assumptions. Biological systems are considered for which interactions do not follow classical mechanical rules.
The essential difference, and difficulty, with respect to classical particles, is that the microscopic state of cells includes, differently from the case of classical particles, an additional variable related to the ability of cells to express biological functions. Moreover, interactions do not follow laws of classical mechanics and generate proliferative and destructive processes. Further, the properties of cells evolve in time that has a remarkable influence, as we shall see, on the structure of macroscopic tissue equations.
This paper develops an additional analysis on the hyperbolic scaling for a one component system focused on the analysis of the influence of global equilibrium solutions. The final aim consists in deriving macroscopic models valid to describe the behaviour of biological tissues.
Specifically, this paper pursues, with respect to the existing literature on the hyperbolic scaling for multicellular systems, the objective of dealing with nonlocal interactions and showing how the hyperbolic approximation asymptotic limit can be obtained by developing the solution near a global equilibrium. Considering the case of nonlocal interactions is important when dealing with biological systems: the dialogue between cells suggests to consider long range interactions as already documented in the paper [10] . The same issues are dealt with in the paper [32] , where it is shown that modelling nonlocal interactions has a remarkable influence on the description of macroscopic biological phenomena. Referring to the hypothesis of the existence of a global equilibrium, we will see how this hypothesis will change the shape of the macroscopic equations to respect the one obtained in the paper [5] . On the other hand, the effect of the global equilibrium on the derivation of macroscopic equations has been already investigated in the paper [6] in the case of a different scaling, leading to diffusive models.
The contents of this paper are developed through five more sections that follow this introduction. In details, Section 2 deals with the description of the class of equations of the kinetic theory for active particles that describe multicellular systems, where cellular interactions modify the biological functions expressed by cells, and generate proliferative or destructive events. Section 3 offers a review of some qualitative properties of the above class of equations in view of the development of the asymptotic analysis. Section 4 deals with the derivation of hyperbolic models for a one component system including proliferative/destructive encounters. The derivation is focused on the influence of existence of a global equilibrium solution and points out the technical differences with respect to previous papers on the same topic. Finally, Section 5 analyzes some research perspectives arising from conceivable applications of our approach to complex biolog-2 ical situations with special attention to growing and invasion phenomena. This type of analysis requires to consider the case of models in the presence of proliferative and/or destructive events.
The Mathematical Model
Let us consider a physical system constituted by a large number of cells interacting in the environment of a vertebrate (or in an in vitro experiment). The physical variable used to describe the state of each cell, called microscopic state, is denoted by the variable w = {x , v , u}, where {x, v} ∈ Ω × V ⊂ R n × R n is the mechanical microscopic state and u ∈ D u ⊆ R is the biological microscopic state. The statistical collective description of the system is encoded in the statistical distribution f = f (t, x, v, u), which is called a generalized distribution function. Weighted moments provide, under suitable integrability properties, the calculation of macroscopic variables ( [11] , [12] ).
The class of models described in the following does not consider the interaction of the particles with the surrounding biological fluid nor with the sub-cellular dynamics. Moreover, the transport in position is assumed to be linear with respect to the velocity. It is not difficult to extend our approach to a nonlinear dependence of the velocity k(v) which gives a change on the left hand side of the next equation (2.1), with k(v) replacing v.
In detail, let us consider the following class of equations that model the evolution of f = f (t, x, v, u):
where:
• ν is the turning rate or turning frequency and hence τ = 1 ν is the mean run time.
• The linear transport term describes the dynamics of biological organisms modelled by a velocityjump process,
where T (v, v * ) is the probability kernel for the new velocity v ∈ V assuming that the previous velocity was v * . This corresponds to the assumption that cells choose any direction with bounded velocity. Specifically, the set of possible velocities is denoted by V , where V ⊂ R 3 , and it is assumed that V is bounded and spherically symmetric (so that in particular v ∈ V ⇒ −v ∈ V ).
• η models the biological interaction rate, which is here assumed (for simplicity) constant.
• The operator G defined as
where
describes the gain minus the loss of cells in state u due to conservative encounters, namely those which modify the biological state without generating proliferation or destruction phenomena. The kernel B models the transition probability density of the candidate cell with state u * into the state u of the test cell, after interaction with the field cell with state u * , Ω is the interaction domain of the candidate and test cells, w(x, x * ) is a normalized (with respect to space integration over Ω) weight function that accounts for the influence of the distance on the intensity of the interactions. We recall that the kernel B is a probability density not symmetrical with respect to u:
• The operator I defined as follows, [13] . [24] , that corresponds to refer the collective behavior of the population to one biological function only. This interpretation is documented in paper [13] .
Remark 2.2 The assumption that the microscopic state u is a scalar variable can be technically related to the theory of modules by Hartwell

Remark 2.3 The above modelling approach is based on the assumption that interactions occur, and are weighted, within the action domain Ω of the test cell.
If Ω is small enough so that only binary localized encounters are relevant, the mathematical structures correspond to assuming that w(x, x * ) is a delta function over x. In this case the structure of the operators G and I is as follows:
Equation (2.1) is proposed as a unified presentation of several models known in the literature, that correspond to modelling different biological phenomena. Simplified cases can be obtained suppressing one or more of the three terms that characterize the model. For instance models in absence of evolution of biological functions have been studied by Othmer and Hillen [25] , [27] , who have proposed the stochastic jumping dynamics described by the operator L . Similarly, it is possible to study the early stage of the evolution characterized by mutations, but not yet by proliferative events. This model has been further developed [3] to model binary mixtures and to derive tissue level equations. Moreover, it is worth mentioning that also the late stage of the evolution can be considered [9] , [11] , when cells proliferate (or are suppressed), but the distribution over biological microscopic state has already reached a steady state.
Scaling and Mathematical Properties
Let us now consider the class of equations (2.1) which acts as a fundamental paradigm for the derivation of various models of interest in biology and life sciences as documented in the books [11] and [2] .
The derivation of macroscopic equations needs assessing a suitable scaling and asymptotic expansion. Bearing this in mind, let us consider the hyperbolic scaling corresponding to:
and introduce the parameters
where ε is a small parameter which will be allowed to tend to zero. Therefore, the scaled non-dimensional model is as follows:
Two definitions and assumptions are necessary to develop the asymptotic analysis leading to the derivation of macroscopic models from the underlying description at the cellular scale.
Definition 3.1 Let us consider the operator H = L + G . Local and global equilibrium solutions are defined as follows: 1. A function h(t, x, v, u) is said to be a local equilibrium for the operator H if h is an equilibrium for L and for
G : L (h) = G (h, h) = 0.
A function h is said to be a global equilibrium for the operator H if h is a local equilibrium independent of t, x.
Remark 3. 1 The existence of at least one solution k(u) for the operator G , such that G (k, k) = 0, can be proved under suitable assumptions on the probability transition B(u * → u|u * , u * ), see the paper [1] .
Remark 3.2 If k(u) is an equilibrium for G and M(v) is an equilibrium for L , then h(v, u) = M(v)k(u) is a global equilibrium for the operator H .
Remark 3.3
The operator G ( f , g) can be defined as follows:
Assumption 3.1 There exists a global equilibrium h(v, u) for the operator
H = L + G .
Derivation of Hyperbolic Equations
In this section we develop an asymptotic analysis for the class of models (3.2) for various different orders of magnitude of the parameters q and δ .
We first mention some assumptions on the turning operator L : 
We will show how the hyperbolic approximation asymptotic limit can be obtained by developing the solution near a global equilibrium h by means of appropriate moments of f . This derivation gives the correction of macroscopic equation given in paper [5] . Therefore, the effect of the global equilibrium h on the derivation of the macroscopic equation is put in evidence, where the presence of this equilibrium changes, as we shall see, the shape of the macroscopic equation. First the hyperbolic approximation of kinetic model near a global equilibrium with order O(1) is considered and subsequently it is shown that the derived macroscopic hyperbolic equation contains nonlinear source terms. In the second part, it will be shown that the development of solution near a global equilibrium of order ϕ(ε)(ϕ(ε) −→ 0) gives the hyperbolic macroscopic equation with simple sources terms which are different from those in [5] , while for a relaxation model it will be shown that the macroscopic equations delivered by the above method are the linear hyperbolic approximation.
Approximation of order O(1) of kinetic model near equilibrium
Therefore, the equilibrium equation, satisfied by g ε , can be written as follows:
Suppose that as ε goes to zero, the solution g ε converges at least in the distributional sense to a function g. Multiplying (4.2) by ε and letting ε go to zero yields L g = 0.
Let us define the macroscopic variables ρ and U as follows
Therefore, by Assumption 4.2, the equilibrium distribution g is obtained as follows
Integrating (4.2) over v and using (4.1), yields
Analogously, multiplying (4.2) by v and integrating with respect to v, and using (4.1), yields
Under a suitable hypothesis on the convergence of the moments, namely that for a certain (integral) operator Λ acting on g ε , the sequence Λ(g ε ) converges to Λ(g) in the distributional sense, we get for ε → 0
Considering that the field U denotes the expected mean velocity of the particles, we can measure the statistical variation in velocity by the pressure tensor given by 6) which is related to the second order moment:
The asymptotic limit of the right hand side of (4.4) and (4.5) depends on parameters q and δ . Therefore, the main result, where the concept of moment convergence is made precise, can be finally stated as follows.
Theorem 4.1 Let g ε (t, x, v, u) be a sequence of solutions to the scaled kinetic equation (4.2) such that g ε converges, in the distributional sense, to a function g as ε goes to zero. Furthermore, assume that the moments
converge in D (t, x, u) to the corresponding moments
, and that all small terms vanish. Then, the asymptotic limit has the form (4.3) where ρ(t, x, u) and ρ U are weak solutions of the following equations: Case 1. δ ≥ 0, and q > 1: (ρ, ρ U) is a weak solution of the following hyperbolic system without source term:
Case 2. δ > 0, and q = 1: (ρ, ρ U) is a weak solution of the following hyperbolic system with source terms corresponding to conservative interactions: 
Approximation of order O(ϕ(ε)) of kinetic model near equilibrium
This subsection deals with the analysis of the hyperbolic approximation with simple source terms which can be linear as we shall see in the example of relaxation model. This means that the linear hyperbolic approximation of the kinetic model (3.2) can be obtained also by developing the solution near the equilibrium with size of order O(ϕ(ε))(ϕ(ε) −→ 0).
Let f ε = h + ϕ(ε)g ε . The equation satisfied by g ε is
Eq. (4.10) presents a singularity in ε in order to pass to the limit ε −→ 0. To deal with this singularity and obtain the limit of Eq. (4.10), one chooses ϕ(ε) = ε γ (γ > 0). Multiplying (4.10) by ε and letting ε go to zero, the obtained equation has the equilibrium limit if γ < q + δ .
Let γ < q + δ ; integrating (4.10) over v, yields
Analogously, multiplying (4.10) by v and integrating with respect to v, and using (4.1), yields
The limits of (4.11) and (4.12) exist if q ≥ 1, δ ≥ 0, and γ ≤ q + δ − 1. In these cases the following result is obtained: g ε (t, x, v, u) be a sequence of solutions to the scaled kinetic equation (4.10) (with ϕ(ε) = ε γ ) such that g ε converges, in the distributional sense, to a function g as ε goes to zero. Furthermore, assume that the moments
Theorem 4.2 Let
and that all small terms vanish. Then, the asymptotic limit has the form (4.3) where ρ(t, x, u) and ρ U are weak solutions of the following equations:
is a weak solution of the following hyperbolic system without source term: 
(4.14)
Case 3. δ > 0, q = 1 and γ < δ : (ρ, ρ U) is a weak solution of the following hyperbolic system with source terms corresponding to conservative interactions: In the following subsection we will see how Eqs. (4.14)-(4.16) become linear for the relaxation model, and this provides the linear hyperbolic approximation of the kinetic model (4.10) with relaxation term.
Relaxation models
Consider the case where the set for velocity is the sphere of radius r > 0, V = rS n−1 . Moreover, let us take a kernel T (v, v * ) in (2.2) of the form T (v, v * ) = λ + β v · v * , so that the operator L ( f ) can be computed as follows:
The following lemma, see [5] , can be proved 
and L ( f ) is the relaxation operator
Moreover, the pressure tensor P defined by (4.6) associated with M ρ,U (v) is given by
Let us now define, for any vector function F = F(t, x, v, u) the following scalar quantities:
and for any scalar function f = f (t, x, v, u) and any vector function F = F(t, x, v, u) the following vector quantities:
which generalize in a natural way the definition of operators G and I given in section 2, so that we preserve the same name for these operators. In order to compute the right-hand side terms of (4.8) and (4.9), and of (4.14)-(4.16), we give some technical results. In the following we give the computation of the average of conservative and proliferative terms taking into acount the global equilibrium. Other computational results can be obtained with the same technique already used in [5] . Lemma 4.2 Let M ρ,U be as in (4.18) . Then the following equalities hold
Let u * and u be two microscopic states in D u and let ρ * , U * and ρ, U be the evaluation of functions ρ(t, x, u), U(t, x, u) in u * , x * and u, x, respectively. Using (4.18) and the Fubini's theorem, yields 
Critical Analysis and Perspectives
This paper has shown how macroscopic models of biological tissues can be obtained by asymptotic methods applied to a broad class of models of the kinetic theory of active particles. This class of models has been derived by adding to the kinetic theory of integro-differential equation of the probability distribution function, a stochastic equation modelling the perturbation of such a distribution from the spatially homogeneous behaviour.
It is worth stressing that the first equation takes into account the description of three biological phenomena: transport of particles, modification of the biological function expressed by each particle, and proliferative/destructive events generated by interactions. The perturbation makes use of stochastic velocity jumps.
The objective of this paper has been pursued by using the hyperbolic scaling, according to the fact that the underlying kinetic model is a transport equation with source terms generated by interactions. Therefore it seems natural to select a scaling which keeps the basic characteristics of the original model. The source/sink terms which appear at the macroscopic level and which depend on the rates of the biological events, correspond to mutations and biological functions.
Considering that the approach is developed with methodological aims, it is worth focusing our results to a well defined system in biology. Specifically, cancer phenomena are considered in the following. As it is well known, the literature in this field is vast as documented in the review paper [14] where a variety of continuum mechanics models are critically analized. These models are obtained by conservation equations that are closed by heuristic phenomenological relations. Authors generally do not speculate about the structure of the model, namely parabolic or hyperbolic, while our approach allows one to address the derivation to the scale selected by a detailed interpretation of the biology of the system under consideration. For instance, if the case, the parabolic scale can be used as documented in [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] .
On the other hand, the present paper leaves various open problems that can be regarded as research perspectives. Some of them are here briefly examined: -The modelling of tissues requires to deal with more than one cell population, each of them regarded as a functional subsystem, for instance cancer and immune cells. Moreover, chemical substances or therapeutical actions can be considered as additional populations, see [2] , [13] , [19] .
-Moving boundary problems and geometrical constraints can be taken into account, see [16] , [21] , [33] . Therefore, macroscopic equations differ in each domain separated by the moving boundary. -Macroscopic equations may be possibly referred to discrete geometry domains which are created by capillary sprouts in the angiogenesis phenomena [26] , [28] , [31] . We trust that a further development of the mathematical approach proposed in this paper can contribute to deal with the above issues.
